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Renter Tax Credit Policy Brief

Background and context

The federal tax system is a powerful, effective financial tool that can immediately respond and provide support to struggling renters and prevent and reduce housing instability and homelessness. Financial resources that flowed through the tax code, such as multiple rounds of economic stimulus payments and temporary expansions of the Child Tax Credit (CTC) and Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), proved effective in equipping people, especially families with children, to lift themselves out of poverty. These critical investments that received bipartisan support from Congress enabled the U.S. to prevent — even temporarily — an eviction tsunami, and improve the food security, mental health, and overall financial security of millions of households. Housing affordability often leads to housing stability, and individual safety and security.

Inequities remain in our federal tax system, but we can change this system to do a better job of addressing the affordable housing and homelessness crisis. For decades, tax policy favored the wealthy. This has created, maintained, and even increased disparities in income and wealth. Lawmakers have done little to address these disparities or create opportunities for low- and middle-income people to prosper. Progressive elements of the tax code often benefit only wealthy people and corporations, leaving everyone else behind.

This document explains what a renter tax credit (RTC) is, why it is needed, and how it could work to benefit struggling tenants across the country. RESULTS proposes a fully refundable, federal RTC to provide swift relief to a broader segment of the population experiencing housing insecurity that have not been served by existing housing and homelessness programs.

Reframing housing insecurity

Housing has been at the center of anti-poverty work for much of our nation’s history, including when efforts to expand housing programs and to better understand housing needs came into the foreground in the 19th century. Notably, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) had the second highest budget after the Department of Defense until the 1980s, at which point the focus of anti-poverty policy shifted away from housing.

The U.S. now faces multiple housing crises that have continued to worsen and evolve, including housing supply and cost problems in both rural and urban environments. The Eviction Lab has found that “eviction rates in some cities are increasing to or surpassing their pre-pandemic levels.”
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In 2023, a full-time minimum wage worker can only afford a one-bedroom rental at Fair Market Rent (FMR) in seven percent of U.S. counties.4

Putting our housing struggles in the global context also reflects the severity of the problem: the U.S. has the highest eviction rate among wealthy nations in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.5

People experience housing insecurity in several ways, including but not limited to:

- Being so rent-burdened that even a modest financial shock may lead to eviction;
- Having to double- or triple-up with other families to afford rent;
- Moving back in with parents, grandparents, or other relatives;
- “Couch surfing” or scattered housing;
- Living in transitional housing, substandard housing, or having an informal living arrangement without a lease; or
- Living in a car.6

None of these experiences fit the stereotype of experiencing “homelessness” — a term that has negative associations — but all of them fit along the spectrum of housing insecurity.

Preventative measures are key for three primary reasons. First, housing insecurity can be traumatic and difficult to recover from physically, emotionally, professionally, and materially. Second, the unsheltered population is growing, and aid programs designed to help them are increasingly strained; these programs are simply unsustainable unless we stem the tide and address the underlying symptoms. Third, housing instability is detrimental to individuals and families in several ways long before they reach the point of being unsheltered.

**Why renters?**

Renters are often left behind by the existing tax code. Despite their contributions to the economy, many tax breaks, such as the mortgage interest deduction, first-time homebuyer credit, and state and local deductions, only benefit homeowners. This contributes to widening wealth disparities.7 Prioritizing renters with low incomes is an important step in creating a fairer tax code.
High rent costs are a severe burden on renter households earning lower incomes. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, millions of people in the U.S. struggled to afford housing. Now, rents are skyrocketing, and people are struggling even more to keep up. To make matters worse, wages are not increasing with rents. Moreover, many renters who are low- and middle-income taxpayers are unable to tap into existing housing and homelessness programs. Even gainfully employed people are unable to afford their rents. Right now, a minimum-wage worker cannot afford a two-bedroom apartment in any state in the U.S.

A recent report found that in 2022, half of all renter households (22.4 million) were spending more than 30 percent of their incomes on rent and utilities each month, with 12.1 million households spending more than 50 percent.

This forces people to make an impossible choice between housing and other necessities like food or health care. And when tax benefits are given to homeowners, landlords, and developers, they are not necessarily passed down to renters.

Tax credits and other tax benefits would immediately and directly help people afford their rent, providing housing stability and preventing evictions and homelessness. It would also give people the freedom to spend their incomes on other necessities, such as food.
clothing, health care, and child care. The tax code, if designed to benefit and prioritize renters, could also help people lift themselves further away from the poverty line and give them more housing choice and financial security. We would all benefit from a healthier, happier population that thrives and promotes economic growth.

**What is a renter tax credit?**

An RTC uses the tax code to deliver targeted relief to struggling renter households, like the CTC and EITC. By providing direct, immediate relief, this policy would effectively cap out-of-pocket rent and utilities, so that households can afford a safe place to live without sacrificing other basic needs. With an RTC, households that are considered “rent-burdened” would receive a tax benefit based on their income and how much they spend on rent.

An RTC could be structured and calculated in different ways.

One method is based on the relationship between a household’s income and either the amount of rent they pay, the Fair Market Rate (FMR), or the Small Area Fair Market Rent (SAFMR).\(^\text{12}\) A household is considered rent-burdened if they pay more than 30 percent of their income on rent, including utilities. We could base an RTC on this percentage. The basic formula for an ideal RTC would be as follows:

\[
\text{Credit amount} = \frac{\text{Rent paid}}{\text{FMR/SAFMR}} - 0.30 \times \text{income}
\]

For example, if Michael makes $1,000 per month, they should only spend $300 per month (30 percent) on rent. Assume that the FMR or reasonable amount that Michael (or anyone in a similar financial situation as Michael) should be paying is $300 per month. If they spend $500 per month on rent, this is $200 more than they should spend. To make up for this, they would receive a $200 per month RTC.

Although a federal RTC has not yet been enacted, some members of Congress have introduced refundable RTC legislation and a number of states also have RTCs.\(^\text{13}\) The Terner Center for Housing Innovation at the University of California, Berkeley drafted a seminal paper that formed the basis for these various policy proposals in Congress.\(^\text{14}\)

Many states already have some variation of a tax credit or deduction for renters in place, providing a lifeline to those who are eligible to receive them.\(^\text{15}\) But these benefits are not sufficient to address the housing affordability crises that many households experience. And none of them meet the criteria of being a fully refundable, monthly credit.

States such as Arizona,\(^\text{16}\) Colorado,\(^\text{17}\) Connecticut,\(^\text{18}\) Iowa,\(^\text{19}\) Missouri,\(^\text{20}\) Montana,\(^\text{21}\) New Mexico,\(^\text{22}\) North Dakota,\(^\text{23}\) Pennsylvania,\(^\text{24}\) Rhode Island,\(^\text{25}\) and Utah\(^\text{26}\) have renter tax credits but limit eligibility to the elderly and/or people with disabilities.

Some states, like Arizona,\(^\text{27}\) California,\(^\text{28}\) Hawaii,\(^\text{29}\) Maryland,\(^\text{30}\) Michigan,\(^\text{31}\) Missouri,\(^\text{32}\) Rhode Island,\(^\text{33}\) and Utah\(^\text{34}\) have renter tax credits that are not refundable and only reduce a household’s tax liability without providing any cash refund.
Similarly, states like Indiana, Massachusetts, and New Jersey have deductions for renters that only reduce taxable income and do not benefit lower-income households.

In other states where the cost of living is very high, like California and Hawaii, the renter tax credit is less than $100, which is just inadequate to reduce rent burdens. Some states provide nominal annual increases to the amount of credits, but often fall short in meeting the demand for affordability.

Additional states, such as Kentucky and Nebraska, have introduced legislation for a state-level renter tax credit. In the proposed Kentucky bill, the RTC is limited to households with an income that is at or below 133 percent of the federal poverty line. This RTC will only cover 25 percent of annual rent costs and no more than $1,000. Nebraska’s proposed bill is slightly larger with a $3,000 cap, but it is just a deduction, not a credit. Meanwhile in Nebraska, property owners receive a state tax credit.

In 2023, more states reported considering a similar type of tax mechanism in their state codes to provide relief to renters. In the Oregon legislature for example, Republican State Senator Cedric Hayden is sponsoring Senate Bill 435, which would create a renter tax deduction in the state and give renters a tax benefit similar to what homeowners receive. Likewise, California State Republican lawmakers are making a push to increase the state’s existing renter tax credit.

What kind of renter tax credit do we need?

For an RTC to truly help struggling renters, the credit must be a **fully refundable tax credit**. There are several states who offer a refundable tax credit, including Maine, Minnesota, New York, Vermont, Washington, D.C., and Wisconsin. But what does a fully refundable tax credit mean?

Refundable versus non-refundable

A refundable tax credit simply works like this — if your tax credit is larger than the amount of taxes you owe, you receive a refund for the difference. For example, if you owe $300 in taxes and receive a $500 refundable tax credit, you would receive the remaining $200 as a tax refund. This is a great way to get money into people’s hands, and it gives them the flexibility and freedom to make family financial decisions without the need for a middle person. This is how the EITC works as well as the 2021 expanded CTC.

However, if the credit was not refundable, the remaining $200 of your credit would disappear. Non-refundable tax credits, which most are, typically only benefit people with higher incomes.

Credit versus deduction

As noted above, a credit is a reduction in the amount of taxes you owe. A deduction, on the other hand, is a reduction in the amount of your taxable income. For example, if you make $1,000 of taxable income and receive a $600 tax deduction, you would only have $400 of taxable income. Lower taxable income means lower taxes owed. Like a non-refundable tax
credit, deductions typically benefit people with higher incomes. Because of the progressive nature of our tax code, lower-income Americans already have little or no taxable income, thus a tax deduction has minimal or no impact on their tax liability. The most common federal tax deduction is the standard deduction, used by about 85 percent of tax filers.46

**Why do we need a renter tax credit?**

**The tax code currently does not prioritize renters**

The tax code reflects the priorities of the country. Policymakers use the tax code to collect revenue for the country and benefit various groups. Currently, the primary beneficiaries of our tax code are wealthy individuals and corporations, often at the expense of those with lower incomes or little wealth. Congress spends approximately $200 billion per year on housing, but the majority of that goes to the highest income households through benefits like the Mortgage Interest Deduction (MID).

The wealthiest seven million households (earning over $200,000 per year) in the country **receive more housing assistance through tax credits than the 55 million lowest-income renters.**47

Meanwhile, federal housing resources through other departments benefit only around five million households.48 Despite their contributions to the economy, many tax breaks (e.g., the MID, the first-time homebuyer credit, state and local deductions, and even the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit) only benefit certain groups, like homeowners, developers, and landlords. A fairer tax code would go a long way in helping shrink wealth and income disparities in the U.S., reducing poverty and expanding opportunity.

We can fix the inequities in our federal tax system to better address the affordable housing crisis. For decades, tax policy ended up concentrating wealth mostly among those who already have it. This has created and increased disparities in income and wealth. Although there are some progressive elements to our tax code, overall, lawmakers have done little to address disparities within it.

**Renters do not receive similar benefits to homeowners, landlords, and developers**

Renters are at greater risk of losing their shelter than homeowners in part because they are left out of benefits that homeowners, landlords, and developers receive. And unlike their homeowner counterparts, renters do not have the benefit of being locked into a fixed mortgage rate that insulates them from inflation and increasing housing prices. At the same time, existing programs are not meeting the needs of most rent-burdened households (those spending more than 30 percent of their income on housing) because of overregulation and bureaucracy. Meanwhile, economic benefits that go to other groups
(e.g., landlords) are not passed down to renters. Now, we need multiple solutions to address the constellation of problems that contribute to housing instability and economic injustice.

Similar tax credits have proven effective in reducing poverty

While a federal RTC is a relatively novel concept, there is some precedent for it. Financial resources that flowed through the tax code, such as multiple rounds of economic stimulus payments and temporary expansions of the CTC, proved successful in decreasing poverty rates, especially for children. These critical investments enabled the U.S. to prevent (even temporarily) an eviction tsunami. They also improved food security, mental health, and overall financial stability in millions of households. The CTC alone reached over 61 million children in December of 2021, cutting child poverty by almost 30 percent. Families used this extra income to pay for food, health care, child care, and other necessary expenses. They also used it to replenish or grow their savings for long-term stability. The CTC not only decreased child poverty in the short term, but it also increased family social mobility in the long term.\(^{49}\) Sadly, Congress let these expansions expire at the end of 2021.

Using the existing mechanisms for the expanded CTC, EITC\(^ {50}\), and Economic Impact Payments (stimulus checks during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic), we know we can put money directly into the pockets of people who need it, and we can do so on a monthly basis, which complements how households pay their bills. Using the tax code this way reduces the administrative costs and burdens associated with other forms of assistance.

Existing programs are inaccessible and/or unavailable to many households

With a federal RTC, the tax code could affect long-term structural change that would address historic underinvestment in renters. While there are many important forms of aid, like Housing Choice Vouchers (HCVs), public housing, and other programs through HUD, these are not accessible or available to many people. Right now, only one in four eligible renters receive federal housing assistance due to inadequate funding. With an RTC, we can address many of the gaps we see with other programs, such as long waitlists to receive benefits, refusal or inability of landlords to take part in programs, and limited housing choice.

One study found that an RTC would assist 250 percent as many poor renters and nearly three times as many severely cost-burdened renters as existing housing subsidy programs.\(^ {51}\)
A federal RTC can strengthen the workforce

Most renters who get evicted are employed. Losing one's housing can lead to job loss, which disrupts the workforce. It is in our best interest to make sure workers remain housed. Workers lose their housing because, for decades, wages have not kept up with astronomical increases in rent and they are unable to afford it.

In the last 20 years, median rent has risen 13 percent, but the median income has risen less than 0.5 percent.\(^\text{52}\)

At the same time, federal assistance for new households has decreased.\(^\text{53}\) Rental costs have simply become so burdensome that even gainfully employed renters cannot keep up. A federal RTC can help with rent affordability, thereby preventing those who are working from losing their housing.

One of the most striking findings in a 2016 study from Harvard is about how evictions negatively affect employment. This study revealed that “job loss is a weaker predictor of housing loss than vice versa.”\(^\text{54}\) Many assume that a tenant might be evicted because they lost their job and cannot pay rent. The reverse is more common: someone is evicted despite working, and then loses their job due to the logistical and stress-related complications associated with eviction. Forced removal from housing increases the chances of losing one’s employment by 11 to 22 percent.\(^\text{55}\) When workers who experience job loss after being displaced from their homes find new employment, their earnings are roughly 17 percent less on average, and this wage loss can continue for up to 20 years.\(^\text{56}\)

Why do we need to both increase housing supply and support renters facing challenges?

It is crucial that we have both supply- and demand-side solutions to the complex housing crises, and those solutions must be responsive to the needs of modern society. The dynamics of the affordable housing crisis are multifaceted and complex but can be simplified using the laws of supply and demand. The imbalance between the shortage of affordable housing supply and great demand for it (particularly at a time of high inflation) is driving prices even higher.

A federal RTC would provide urgent relief from the housing affordability crisis. We support efforts to increase affordable housing supply, but households would have to wait several years if not decades before realizing the benefits of built affordable units from an increased housing supply, a luxury that many people do not have. When households experience housing insecurity, the solution they clamor for is one that would immediately help them with affordability, not having to apply for a program with copious rules, regulations, and a long waitlist, nor is it helpful to be told they have to wait until they are on
the streets or in a shelter before they can receive assistance.\textsuperscript{57} Even if many more housing units are built over time, many will remain unaffordable for households with low incomes or built in places with limited economic opportunity, as is the case with much of today's existing supply of “affordable” housing units.\textsuperscript{58} Supply-side solutions (like building more affordable housing) should complement demand-side solutions (like an RTC or other supports targeting renters).

In the early 2000s, the Institute for Children and Poverty estimated a gap between affordable housing units and renters with low incomes of over four million, leaving those with the lowest income “extremely vulnerable to homelessness, secondary to shifts in the housing market.”\textsuperscript{59} A more recent report from 2015 notes that for every 100 renters in the U.S. with extremely low incomes, there are only about 30 affordable housing units available.\textsuperscript{60} The COVID-19 pandemic then exacerbated this issue. Even if people are able to afford rent, there may not be enough units available to them. This problem sometimes plays out in the HCV program when voucher recipients struggle to find a suitable unit within the required 60-day period after being awarded their voucher.\textsuperscript{61}

While a federal RTC will have a more immediate impact on demand than on supply, it may have some effects on supply. There are at least two ways in which the RTC could influence supply. First, the RTC may help ease the supply shortage (even if only slightly) by broadening the range of units that renters can access, providing them with greater housing choice. Tenants will have more options because they will not be constrained by the same stipulations present in other housing assistance programs. For example, they will not have to find a landlord who is able and willing to participate in a voucher program or a federally subsidized development. Second, because RTC payments would go directly to renters, neighbors and landlords do not need to know which tenants are receiving the RTC and which are not. This should cut down on discrimination and NIMBYism, both of which limit access to and supply of affordable housing.

Building and restoring more affordable housing stock takes time. We support those efforts, especially ones that would boost supply by creating more equity in the tax code. In the meantime, millions of rent-burdened households could benefit immediately from a federal RTC.
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